I present here preliminary results of analysis of the data collected by CERES in a Pb+Au collision experiment at the full SPS energy. The focus is on two particular hadronic observables: azimuthal Hanbury-Brown Twiss correlations between pions and fluctuations of the transverse momenta of charged particles. 
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Introduction
CERES is a dilepton experiment at the CERN SPS, known for its observation of enhanced production of low mass e + e − pairs in collisions between heavy nuclei [1] . The upgrade of CERES in 1997-1998 by a radial Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [2] allowed to improve the momentum resolution and the particle identification capability while retaining the cylindrical symmetry. The upgraded experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . The upgrade also extended the sensitivity of CERES to hadrons and made possible results like those described below. The measurement of central Pb+Au collisions at the maximum SPS energy of 158 GeV per nucleon in the fall of 2000 was the first run of the fully upgraded CERES and at the same time the last run of this experiment. About 30 million Pb+Au collision events at 158 GeV per nucleon were collected, most of them with centrality within the top 7% of the geometrical cross section σ G = 6.94 b. Small samples of the 20% and the minimum bias collisions, as well as a short run at 80 AGeV, were recorded in addition. The dilepton mass spectra from this experiment were published in [3] . In this talk I present two particular results of hadron analysis, the azimuthal dependence of two-pion correlations and a differential p t fluctuation study.
Azimuthal HBT
The two-pion correlation analysis was performed in the longitudinally co-moving frame (LCMS) defined by the vanishing z component of the pair momentum (z axis is parallel to the beam). The momentum difference in this frame, q = p 2 -p 1 , was decomposed into the "out", "side", and "long" 
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Azimuthal HBT and transverse momentum fluctuations from CERES components following the Bertsch-Pratt convention, with q long pointing along the beam and q out along the pair transverse momentum (Fig. 2) . The π − π − and π + π + correlation functions, defined as the three-dimensional q distributions of pion pairs from the same event, divided by the analogous distributions of pairs constructed from different events (event mixing), were fitted by
The normalization factor N is needed because the number of pairs from event mixing is arbitrary. The correlation strength λ <1 reflects the tails of the source distribution caused by the pions from long-lived resonances, the finite q-resolution, and the contamination of the pion sample by other particle species. The R 2 i j fit parameters, with the indices i, j being {out, side, long}, are related to the size of the source emitting pions of given momentum [4] and are therefore called source 2 , accounts for the mutual Coulomb interaction between the pions and was calculated by averaging the nonrelativistic Coulomb wave function squared over a realistic source size. The Coulomb factor was attenuated by λ similarly as the rest of the correlation function peak; the importance of this was demonstrated in [5] . The fits were performed by the minimum negative loglikelihood method with the Poissonian number of true pairs. The source radii obtained from the fit were corrected for the finite momentum resolution. 
Azimuthal HBT and transverse momentum fluctuations from CERES The correction was determined by Monte Carlo and was rather insignificant for R side and R long ; for R out it depends on the pair p t and can be as large as 20%. The source radii obtained for different centralities are shown in Fig. 3 . Like in the first CERES HBT analysis [5] and in numerous other studies the radii roughly scale with the cube root of particle multiplicity.
With the access to the source size provided by the two-pion correlations it is interesting to look for a possible anisotropy of the pion source in the transverse plane. The fireball created in a nuclear collision with a finite impact parameter is initially elongated in the direction perpendicular to the reaction plane. In the course of transverse expansion, with the pressure gradient larger in-plane than out-of-plane, the initial asymmetry should get reduced or even reversed. A dependence of the pion source radius on the pion azimuthal emission angle with respect to the reaction plane would be a signature of the source eccentricity at the decoupling time (Fig. 4 ).
Figure 4:
Initial transverse anisotropy of the fireball, and how it should manifest itself via the pion source radii. The top and bottom panels represent the pion emission in-plane and out-of-plane, respectively. The R out radius should be smallest for pions emitted in-plane and largest for those out-of-plane, and the R side radius should have the opposite behavior -unless the initial anisotropy gets reduced or reversed during the transverse expansion.
Before one can sort pions according to their azimuthal angle with respect to the reaction plane the latter has to be determined. The azimuthal angle of the reaction plane was estimated for each event via the preferred direction of the particle emission aka elliptic flow. The particles were weighted with their transverse momentum:
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Azimuthal HBT and transverse momentum fluctuations from CERES The raw distribution n(Q X 2 , Q Y 2 ) is shown in Fig. 5 . The distribution was recentered and made round run-by-run in order to make the distribution of the reconstructed reaction plane angle uniform. The reaction plane angle was calculated (modulo π) from the calibrated Q 2 components via
The resolution of the reaction plane angle, estimated via the subevevent method, was 31-38 o .
With the event plane known for each event the pion pairs were sorted into 8 bins covering (−π/2, π/2) according to their azimuthal angle with respect to the reaction plane Φ * = Φ pair − Ψ RP . During event mixing it was required that the two events had similar reaction plane angles:
The eight correlation functions were fitted by Eq. 2.1; the resulting R out , R side , R long , and the cross-terms are shown in Fig. 6 . In order to quantify the anisotropies visible there the squared source radii were then fitted with
with i denoting {out,side,long}. The out-side cross-term was fitted by a similar formula but with sine rather than cosine and requesting that R os,0 = 0. The R i,0 's obtained coincide with the mean radii presented in Fig. 3 . The second Fourier components R i,2 's, which represent the eccentricity of the observed pion source, are plotted in Fig. 7 along with the analogous results obtained at the AGS [6] and at RHIC [7, 8] . The values of R 2 out,2 and R 2 os,2 , consistent in sign and magnitude, indicate a pion source elongated out-of-plane. The R side anisotropy, on the other hand, is close to zero. In particular, it seems to be significantly reduced when going from AGS to SPS energies. The fact that anisotropies in R side and, especially, R long do not vanish in the limit of central collisions is unexpected and is still under investigation.
Azimuthal HBT and transverse momentum fluctuations from CERES 
Transverse momentum fluctuations
It is expected that event-by-event fluctuations are enhanced in the vicinity of the QCD critical point [9] . The first CERES results indicated that over-statistical p t fluctuations exist in heavyion collisions and that their magnitude is independent of the collision energy within the SPS and RHIC range (left panel of Fig. 8 ). This independence of collision energy is to be contrasted with a non-monotonous centrality dependence (right panel of the same figure) .
In order to understand the origin of the fluctuations a differential analysis of p t correlations was performed in [11] . The covariance between transverse momenta of charged particles was studied there as a function of the pair opening angle in azimuth ∆φ and in pseudorapidity ∆η (Fig. 9) . This representation allows to identify immediately at least three components contributing 
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Azimuthal HBT and transverse momentum fluctuations from CERES to the effect: 1) short range correlations (quantum statistics, Coulomb, jet fragmentation) at small opening angles; 2) away-side correlations (dijets) peaked at ∆φ = 180 o ; 3) elliptic flow, introducing a cos(2 ∆φ ) oscillation. Repeating the same analysis for bins of centrality (Fig. 10 ) and selecting different (∆φ , ∆η) regions one can now study separately the centrality dependence of the individual components. The result is shown in Fig. 11 . The short range and away-side correlation regions have a centrality dependence similar to the inclusive p t fluctuation. This is a natural consequence of the fact that their contributions are dominant. Apparently, the most interesting region is the one around ∆φ = 45 o , free of the influence of the short range and away-side correlations and where the elliptic flow vanishes, and therefore ideal for the critical point search. The p t covariance for these track pairs is close to zero and shows no centrality dependence within the statistical errors.
p r e l i m i n a r y Results of a similar analysis applied for the first time to 80 GeV data are shown in Fig. 12 . Also here the ∆φ = 45 o component seems to be centrality independent within the errors. In order to study the collision energy dependence, in Fig. 13 the p t fluctuations from events with centrality of 0-10% are plotted along with RHIC results [12] . While the inclusive (all opening angles) data confirm the previous observation that the p t fluctuations are positive and independent of the collision energy the analogous fluctuations restricted to the pairs with the azimuthal opening angles between 30 and 60 o , for which the "trivial contributions" are suppressed and which thus are ideal for the critical point search, give an entirely different picture. There, the fluctuations are negligible at 158 and slightly negative at 80 AGeV. (A quantitative study would be needed to judge whether or not such a negative value might be resulting from momentum conservation.) The data show no indication of the critical point fluctuations.
Azimuthal HBT and transverse momentum fluctuations from CERES
Summary
Two particular hadronic results of the last CERES Pb+Au experiment, the azimuthal pion HBT and the transverse momentum fluctuation analysis, were presented. The HBT analysis yields a moderate out-of-plane elongation of the source, rather similar to the one observed at the AGS and at RHIC, except when looking in the direction perpendicular to the beam and to the pion p t in which case the anisotropy seems to be greatly reduced when going from the AGS to the SPS. Transverse momentum fluctuations become much more sensitive to the critical point when the analysis is restricted to pairs of tracks emitted at approximately 45 o to each other in azimuth; no indication of critical fluctuations is seen in the data analyzed this way.
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